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The Issue: Superficial Essays

Historically, my composition students have written 
essays that lack the depth and meaning they could 
otherwise have.

Quick topic choice
Jumping to the obvious

Quick examples
Trite
Poorly developed



The Goal: Meaningful Work

My goal was to help my students create essays that have 
more meaning, both for them and for their audience

For the students: Finding what they actually believe may 
make the work more rewarding – and might avoid the 
busywork feel of many required classes

For the audience: In-depth thought brings forth 
interesting, unique ideas – and an interesting, unique 
reading experience



Why?

I Am Old

and

I Am Selfish



Scholarship
Metacognition

Relevance

Critical Thinking

The Miniature Guide to Critical Thinking
Richard Paul and Linda Elder

Collaborative Learning Techniques: A Handbook for 
College Teachers 

Claire Major, Elizabeth Barkley, Patricia Cross



The Method

The iterative nature of writing

Peer reviews

Further exercises to encourage examination

Revision and rationale for revision

Reflection



For Example

Essay 1: Personal Narrative. The story of a time that 
taught the student a lesson that is still relevant today.

The peer review focused not just on the structure, 
grammar, etc – but focused on the questions of 
relevance: relevant to the author at the time? Relevant 
today? Relevant to others?

Going inward to paradoxically be more relevant 
outward.



Student Revision 
MetaCognition



Student Response

I wanted to try and immerse the readers into the 
trilingual world. I wanted to use some words in all 
three languages to try and relate to them or get them 
to see a little the world of some people who speak 
multiple languages.

This assignment was quite a fun ride. I only wish it 
had more time to talk about some other fun and weird 
moments. I guess that will be for another time.



Student Self-Reflection



My Findings

Students have embraced the iterative process more; 
their revisions are *actually* revised

Students have helped each other in more meaningful 
ways, especially when asked to look for specifics: 
emotional content, analysis, specific 
examples/development

The essays have been more fulfilling to read, and (at 
least in some instances) more fulfilling for the students 
to write



If They Learned Nothing Else…

Find a topic you care deeply about and which you in your heart 
believe others should care about. It is this genuine caring, not 
your games with language, which will be the most compelling 
and seductive element in your style.

– Stephen King

If you don’t know where you are going, you’ll end up someplace 
else.

– Yogi Berra

The first draft of everything is shit.

–Ernest Hemingway


